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biggest mistakes

connecting them with one 
overarching strategy
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A percentage of the senior market  WILL check 
you out before responding to your direct mail.  

Most agents do not have a URL on the direct mail 
piece that is sent.

YOU SHOULD

You will get more leads from that same drop and 
budget from the direct mail recipients that want 
more info before responding.

You should:
Build a landing page 
Put a video on that landing page
Put a conversion point relevant to the DM message
Get the lead
Sell to the lead
Win.



common
● Do you think people sitting in your seminar / webinar are not checking your site out on 

their phone under the table?

● Any traditional media buy will have a URL.  Are  you EDUCATING them when they 
check you out?
○ Are you capturing IP addresses and remarketing to them on YT, Google, IG, FB

(Building a warm audience)

● Are you using FB only to develop leads, or are you developing leads with your own 
brand, creating a warm audience, then creating look alikes, and maximizing that 
budget.
○ *This will also keep you from getting your ad account disabled a lot of times.

● There are independent digital strategies in play with no synergy.  Organic social, video, 
email, texting.

● No central place to collect all leads and build large lists of past marketing campaigns.



When are my direct mail drops?
When are my Seminars?
What is my content schedule? 

● 4 Anchor content pieces
○ 4 videos
○ 1 email a month 
○ Bite size this content for social

What are my goals? ROAS, Lead goal, CPA.

What portion of my budget do I want to dedicate to our “I need leads now,” 
vs, investing in long term strategies such as content marketing?



General Timeline for the first 6 months 
of budget execution

Month 1

Onboard

Talk targets, 
expectations, KPI’s, 
define monthly work 
by creating a strategy 
document.

- Analytics, 
- What is already 
scheduled?

Month 2

Develop Assets

Content, Video, 
website, design, etc. 

Month 3

Set Benchmarks

This is where we are 
going to  start 
making  pivots if 
needed and looking 
at KPI

Month 4

Refine

This is where we 
execute content 
marketing strategy 
and refine 
campaigns as we 
see results

Month 5

Optimize

Keep looking at KPI’s 
and try to find the 
floor of cost per 
acquisition

Month 6

Scale

Adjust budgets 
according to KPI’s 
and scale the 
business
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